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Quiz 2	


•  Quiz 2 will be on the content of Chapters 
20 and 21.	


•  It will be mostly calculations with no more 
than 2/10 concept questions.	


•  It will take place on Monday February 13th 
during regular lecture in the usual room.	


•  Please make sure you know your quiz code! 	




Outline of today	


•  Chapter 21	


•  Real vs ideal battery	


•  Resistors in series	


•  Resistors in parallel	




Batteries	

•  As we have stated before, the cause of current flow 

is an electric potential difference, ΔV.	


•  Batteries supply energy to keep “pumping” charge 
carriers.	


• We term this “pumping” as emf, ɛ.  (It stands for 
electromotive force, problem not a force).	


•  A device which provides emf will perform work on 
charges to keep them moving.	


•  So, basically emf is a voltage difference provided by a 
source.	




Batteries	

•  There are three basic types of emf:	


•  1) Ideal Battery: a battery that lacks 
internal resistance.	


"   2) Real Battery: a battery that contains 
internal resistance, r, that hampers 
current flow.	


"   3) Generator: a device that uses mechanical energy 
to create electrical energy.	


"   Note the internal 
resistance is in series 
with the battery.	




Batteries	

•  Internal resistance, r, will effectively lower the emf of 

the battery and, thus, must be taken into account.	


•  For now we will assume that all batteries are ideal 
unless specifically told otherwise.	


•  If you do encounter internal resistance know that:	


"  ΔVba = Vb – Va	


•  ΔVba = ɛ – Ir	


•  For this circuit:	


•  ɛ = IR + Ir	




A Good Battery	

•  A good battery is one for which very little of the energy 

in the battery is wasted by dissipating energy in the 
internal resistor	


•  ɛ = IR + Ir	

•  P = I2 (R + r)	


•  You thus want r << R 	


• Whether or not a given battery is good enough for the 
circuit you are building thus depends on the R of the 
circuit, and the amount of power you are willing to 
waste.	




Circuits	

•  A typical circuit problem is to solve for the power/

voltage/current at a specific point (like at a resistor).	


•  This simplest circuit to calculate the current for is the 
following:	


"   Using Ohm’s Law we 
find that:	


"  ΔV = IR	


"   ɛ = IR	


"   I = ɛ/R	

ɛ 



Circuits	

•  Technically, this is the only circuit you can use Ohm’s 

Law to solve for the current through the resistor.	


•  But we can take more complicated circuits and 
reduce them down to this simple circuit and then 
apply Ohm’s Law.	


•  A typical task is to find the current in a circuit and, 
maybe, then find the power dissipated by various 
circuit elements. 	


• We will use the same ideas that we developed when 
finding out the equivalent capacitance for a given 
circuit.	




Resistors in series	

•  Let’s say we have a circuit with two resistors in 

series.	


• When these two resistors are hooked up to the 
battery, a current is then established.	


"   In this circuit, the amount 
of current moving through 
R1 equals the amount of 
current moving through R2 
(and the same as the 
battery as well).	


"   Ibat = IR1 = IR2 = I	




•  Each resistor will have a voltage drop across it.	


•  But the straight part of the wire will not have any 
potential differences.	


•  This means that:   ΔVbat = ΔVac	


"   The potential difference 
across either resistor will 
sum to be the potential 
difference across the 
battery.	


"  ΔVbat = ΔV1 + ΔV2	




• We can essentially replace the two resistors in series 
with one equivalent resistor.	


•  The battery sees current, I, passing through it and 
believes that the one equivalent resistor has a 
potential difference of ΔVbat.	


"   So, to the battery the 
equivalent resistance is:	




•  This becomes:	


"   The equivalent resistance of 
resistors in series is greater 
than the individual resistors.	


"   In general, for series resistors:	




Resistors in parallel	

•  Let’s say we have a circuit with two resistors in 

parallel.	


• When these two resistors are hooked up to the 
battery, a current is then established.	


"   In this circuit, both resistors 
would have the same 
potential difference as the 
battery.	


"  ΔVbat = ΔV1 = ΔV2	




"   We can essentially replace the 
two resistors in parallel with one 
equivalent resistor.	


"   The battery sees current I 
passing through it and believes 
that the one equivalent resistor 
has a potential difference of 
ΔVbat.	


"   As the current, I, approaches point a (a junction), it will 
break up into I1 and I2.	


"   I = I1 + I2	


Req	




"   In general, for parallel resistors:	


"   So, to the battery the equivalent resistance is:	


Req	




Concept Question	

•  The equivalent resistance for a group of resistors in 

parallel is:	


"   A) less than any resistor in the group.	


"   B) equal to the smallest resistance in the group.	


"   C) equal to the average resistance of the group.	


"   D) equal to the largest resistance in the group.	


"   E) larger than any resistor in the group.	




Circuits	
•  Example	

• What is the current (I) that leaves the battery 

in the following circuit?	


" Answer	

"   Reduce the circuit by 

equivalent resistance and 
then use Ohm’s Law to 
solve for the current.	




Circuits	

"   All three resistors are in parallel, so we can use:	


" Answer	




Circuits	

"   We can write the equivalent circuit and apply Ohm’s 

Law:	


" Answer	




Circuits	
•  Example	

• What is the current (I) that flows through the 

battery?	


" Answer	

"   Reduce the circuit by equivalent 

resistance and then use Ohm’s 
Law to solve for the current.	


"   First, take the two pairs of 
resistors that are in parallel and 
find their equivalent resistance.	




"   Start with the two resistors in the top right corner:	

" Answer	


"   Then, for the two resistors in the lower left corner:	




"   Next, combine the two pairs of 
resistors that are in series:	


" Answer	


"   Next, combine the pair of 
resistors that are in parallel:	




"   Finally, combine the pair of resistors that are in series:	


" Answer	


"   We can apply Ohm’s Law for this equivalent circuit:	




For Next Time (FNT)	


• Continue homework for Chapter 21	


• Finish reading Chapter 21	



